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I wish to express my horror regarding this proposed legislation. I am appalled at
 the prospect and everyone I have spoken to are horrified.
 
This will deny the established contribution of individual and family psychotherapy
 to the mental health of a child or adolescent with gender dysphoria and condemns
 them to a life-long administration of hormones and the possibility of major
 surgery, including castration.
 
I believe the possible effects on the brain of blocking puberty and the
 administration of cross sex hormones are experimental. Dangerous results can
 result and supporters of these practices don’t appear to be recognised.
 
Many children submitted to the regime have been found to suffer from co-morbid
 mental disorder such as autism. It is unthinkable to assume there will be no
 serious side effects. Such children do not have the mental capacity to understand
 both the possibility of side effects, and the experimental nature of the regime.
 
Even proponents for hormonal intervention confess lack of knowledge of the
 outcome of their massive intervention. One thing is known, however: the suicide
 rate in transgendering adults is some twenty times higher than the general
 population.
 
There is no evidence these measures, including genital surgery, will make the
 dysphoric child happier.

 Experimentation on human subjects is deplored in several documents on human
 rights developed since the experience of WW2. The excuse ‘the government
 made me do it’ was found unacceptable.
 
Worldwide, I am aware of thousands of individuals who are regretting undergoing
 such drastic treatment.
 
With such widespread uncertainty of positive effect but certainty of deleterious
 side effects, I write to request the Parliament not to oblige therapists to pursue the
 hormonal intervention and to permit the alternative psychotherapeutic support,
 which has been shown to be effective in the past.
 
Please do not put medical people into crises of their conscience. This is most
 serious. 

Ian Thomson. M.A., Dip.Arch.  ph 
Father of 6 adult children; grandfather to 12. 
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I wish to express my horror regarding this proposed legislation. I am appalled at
 the prospect and everyone I have spoken to of this is horrified. I have friends
 parents of 4 wonderful sons, the eldest of whom has been convinced by immature
 peers that his parents who are most loving and supportive, are 'transphobic', and
 they are devastated. 
 
This bill will deny the long-established contribution of individual and family
 psychotherapy to the mental health of a child or adolescent with gender dysphoria
 and condemns them to a life-long administration of hormones and the possibility
 of major surgery, including castration.
 
I believe the possible effects on the brain of blocking puberty and the
 administration of cross-sex hormones are experimental. Dangerous results can
 result which supporters of these practices don’t appear to recognise.
 
Many children submitted to the regime have been found to suffer from co-morbid
 mental disorder such as autism. It is unthinkable to assume there will be no
 serious side effects. Such children do not have the mental capacity to understand
 both the possibility of side effects, and the experimental nature of the regime.
 
Even supporters of hormonal intervention confess lack of knowledge of the
 outcome of their massive intervention. One thing is known, however: the suicide
 rate in transgendering adults is some twenty times higher than the general
 population.

 
Worldwide, I am aware of thousands of individuals who are regretting undergoing
 such drastic treatment.
 
With such widespread uncertainty of positive effect but certainty of deleterious
 side effects, I write to request the Parliament not to oblige therapists to pursue the
 hormonal intervention and to permit the alternative psychotherapeutic support,
 which has been shown to be effective in the past.
 
Please do not put medical people into crises of their conscience. This is most
 serious. 

Ian Thomson, M.A., Dip Arch.,  Phone 
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